
STAY COOLER 
open weave FlexFit 

harness shields heat 
during operation

NOTICEABLY QUIETER 
only 69.7 dBA

REDUCED EMISSIONS  
easy access post-motor	HEPA	filter	
captures and contains microscopic 
particulates and carbon motor dust

WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION 
innovative FlexFit harness distributes 
weight evenly for lighter feel

LESS FATIGUE  
redesigned FlexFit harness  
makes vacuum feel lighter  

and more comfortable

FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT 
articulating harness is  

responsive to the motion of the 
user’s shoulders, back and hips

The triangular shape combined with ProTeam’s innovative articulating FlexFit®  

harness have resulted in a vacuum that feels more like a part of your body. The load 
of the backpack is distributed to the natural center of gravity, so you have better 
balance no matter how you move. 

The ProVac FS 6 is also adding versatility by having a switch box connected to the 
waist belt that features a power nozzle hook up. This will allow a power nozzle to be 
operated using one of the best backpack vacuums on the market. With long life and 
reliability, the power nozzle can take you to a new level of clean.

ProVac®FS 6

IMPROVED 
switched box with

power nozzle connection



JOIN THE MOVEMENT
PROVAC® FS 6

Weight
Airflow

Static Lift
Power

Amperage
Decibel
Capacity

ProLevel™ Filtration 
w/ HEPA Media Filter

Warranty

*ProLevel Filtration System with HEPA Media
Captures 99.63% at 0.3-.5 microns per ASTM F3150 

**The filtration value of ProTeam’s ProLevel Filtration System in this 
vacuum is achieved by the use of a multi-stage filtration system, 
including intercept micro filter, micro cloth filter, plastic cage with foam 
filter, and post-motor filter made from HEPA media, as tested per 
ASTM F3150. Specification calculations are based on average motor 
performance.
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11.8 lbs. / 5.35 kg.
153 CFM

91 in.
1108 W

9.5 A
69.7 dBA

6 qt. / 6.6 L
1054 sq. in total area

3 years - parts, labor, motor 
Lifetime - molded body parts

proteam.emerson.com

866.888.2168  |  customerservice.proteam@emerson.com

As a Proud Partner, ProTeam supports the American Lung Association’s clean indoor air initiatives. The American Lung Association does not endorse products, device or service.
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107461 ProVac FS 6 w/ Commercial Power Nozzle Kit (103224) Includes:
 2-Piece Wand w/ Cord Holder, Gas Pump Receptable
 Dust Brush w/ Swivel Joint
 Upholstery Tool w/ Removable Brush
	 Crevice	Tool	-	13ʺ
 Power Nozzle
	 Electrified	Hose	w/	Gas	Pump	Handle,	Elbow	Cuff


